Unanimous Proclamation
For Peace and Prosperity
From the Mandala Society

The Mandala Society that launched the Holistic Health Movement in America introduced the word "Holistic" and launched the broad practice of Holistic Body Mind Spirit medicine. The Holistic concept is now not just accepted, but embraced by society as a new paradigm.

Is Holistic thinking an answer to what must be the most urgent pragmatic awareness of our time?

"We are drifting towards a catastrophe beyond conception. A substantial new manner of thinking is required if humankind is to survive." - Einstein

OUR Mandala Society is dedicated to empowering each person to the maximum by supporting each person having their own personal religion. Religion that must be personal is our individual foundation to having maximum benefit from our unavoidable connection to Source that is the Force:

The Supreme Creative Life Force of All Creation

We will find that O.U.R. legacy is the Dr. Robert Muller Legacy that is the Divine Legacy of all of Humanity becoming Humankind. This is our time. We are deciding if we leave available sustainable prosperity for all or end a livable world.

This Proclamation is our Decree for total devotion to creating O.U.R. pragmatic foundation to our essence-required legacy from our divine selves that are unavoidably connected to the supreme intelligence of our Creator. Thus O.U.R. Holistic Renaissance that is not an organization. This is O.U.R. Movement

We will see that our Robert Muller Legacy of a divine world that works for all can be O.U.R. legacy if we communicate it before we lose it.

Therefore, we envision creating O.U.R. pragmatic Sanctuary in Costa Rica to communicate and demonstrate Robert Muller's Legacy. This can also provide O.U.R. evolving Essence Space site on the internet, and an Ecologically, Sociologically Sustainable Village demonstration.
We are proving that the most fun fulfilling profitable thing we can be doing is creating a world that works for all.

Demonstrating O.U.R. Robert Muller Legacy is:

**Something Is Coming**

**O.U.R. HOLISTIC RENAISSANCE**

We Find Wisdom Hidden In Acronyms. It takes a community of truth seekers to find the **TRUTH**: *Total Respect Uniting Through Happy Hearts*

Respect Ends Being Divided and Conquered

Respect Ensures Sacred Potential Evolving Continual Transformation

**O.U.R. Holistic Renaissance**

Our Unlimited Revelations
Opens Ultimate Renaissance
Opening Universal Religion
Our Individual Foundation to Source
Opening Ultimate Reverence
"Deep respect mingled with awe and love"
That is Awe, = A we you and me
Opens Ultimate Relationships
Opening Unlimited Riches

With O.U.R. Holistic Renaissance
This is not an organization it is O.U.R. movement that moves us from our now age of Communication and Consciousness to our Age of Kindness and Wisdom Birthing our World of Love.

OUR Key is Here that is OUR World's Greatest Match Making Service For Sustainable Happiness Provided In Our Evolving Enriching Integrity Circles Establishing Intentional Community OUR Communication for this is:

O.U.R. Essence Space Website Emulating Facebook and Television Empowering Our Voice for Our Choice of Our World of Sustainable Happy Hearts

Social Networking for Sustainable Happiness Social media website for Happy Hearts Our Foundation site for Claiming our Greatest Gift Our Sacred Life and Claiming our Greatest Treasure Our Vast Untapped Personal Positive Potential

It is great to make a difference.

Necessity is being the difference by celebrating being Altruistic Sustainable Happy Heart Actualizing Beings in evolving Enriching Integrity Circles

This is for those choosing the authenticity of being Actualizing Beings who are focused on altruism.
This is an essence-connecting group of devoted true friends empowering each other in being "The Leaders we have been waiting for."
This frees the greatest wealth on our planet: OUR vast untapped personal potential.

This is about our greatest personal Integrity.
See OUR INVITATION

http://healthoptimizinginstitute.org/invitation/

We are in undeniable triple dysfunction:
Ecologically, Economically and Militarily

Where there is dysfunction, there is a trauma.
Our trauma is about our connection with Source.
Are We in Essence Love Trauma?

Where is our Choosing to end Self-Destruction???
Most must be in denial or have given up.
Where is our Agenda?

Now we Heal Our Connection With Source Or
We are Choosing Pending Oblivion Over Available Utopia.

A Religion For O.U.R. Time Just In Time???
Our connecting that always is and always will be; for this is our unavoidable connection to Source.

Our connection to Source is so personal, intimate and sacred that it is vital that we support each other in us each having O.U.R. own personal religion.

Religion - Our Personal Connection To Source

O.U.R. Holistic Renaissance

Opening Universal Religion
Optimizing Ultimate Reverence

♥ OUr Bottom line Kindness♥

"My world is my country and to do good is my religion" Thomas Payne
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Muller